Undergraduate Research Curriculum Committee  
Thursday, August 25, 2022  
WebEx meeting from 12:30 to 1:30 pm

1. Approve April 14, 2022 - meeting minutes

2. Undergraduate Research Certificate Last Academic year updates
   a. Summer 22 - Petitions for waiver/substitution approved
      • SCI-Wayne Robinson – URCC email approval 8/3/2022
      • SCI-Cheyanne Durham - URCC email approval 8/8/2022
   b. Fall 21 and Spring 22, 14 Undergraduate Research certificates were awarded

3. Course submitted for RI Designation:
   BUS - HAS 4817 RI: Health Practicum – P. Alexandre (RI package uploaded to CANVAS)

4. Petitions for waiver/substitution - Fall 2022 (Petitions uploaded in CANVAS)
   a. SCI - Abel Abraham - Requesting to substitute 2 credits of EML 4905 DIS to be counted under RI/DIR section of the certificate
   b. SCI - Daniel Zweben – Requesting to waive IDS 4914, he presented at the Spring 22 UGR Symposium

5. Undergraduate Research Certificate updates:
   a. Inclusion of additional language to the Catalogue on the Dissemination criteria for the Research Certificate.

Presentation at one of the FAU Undergraduate Research Symposia (Boca Raton, Broward and Jupiter), Senior Engineering Design Showcase or appropriate discipline-specific conferences, symposia, exhibitions, or showcases (internal or external), as approved by the University's Undergraduate Research Curriculum Committee. For internal symposia, students register for a zero-credit course: IDS 4914, Undergraduate Research Forum. For Senior Engineering Design Showcase, students will receive credit for the Dissemination presentation upon successful completion of one of the following courses: CGN 4804C, EGN 4952 C, EOC 4804 L, or EML 4551 with a grade of “C” or better.

b. Updates on UG Research Certificate credit distribution meeting
   • Alternate credit options:
     Exposure: 3-6 credits
     Skill building: 3-6 credits
     Intensive: minimum of 3 credits